ABSTRACT In general, reverse logistics network design has been driven by a need to reduce costs and to improve customer service without considering its environmental impact. In this paper, we address a reverse logistics network design problem regarding carbon emission. The problem is formulated as a bi-objective, mixed-integer, and nonlinear programming model under various operation technologies and transport modes in the truck tire remanufacturing industry. An improved non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) solves this NP-hard problem with bi-objectives. The numerical cases demonstrate the validation of the proposed model and the advantage of improved NSGA-II over the basic NSGA-II. Furthermore, we conducted extensive sensitivity analysis, and several managerial insights are derived.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, due to increasing economic and legislative issues, environmental concerns, and resource limits, there is a growing interest among governments and industries on the recovery processes such as recycling, refurbishing, repairing, and remanufacturing [1] - [3] . Retreading tires is a good example of this kind of practices. Tires are remanufactured to reduce the amount of raw material and energy used in producing new tires, to extend the service life of the original tires and to minimize the number of used tires to be scrapped. Therefore, tire retreading is beneficial for the environment [4] .
Although these recycling activities may reduce environmental impacts, the remanufacturing or recycling processes and associated transportation activities that are influenced by the reverse logistics network structure are still sources of CO 2 emissions [5] . As we know, concerns over global warming have made their way into all parts of our society. Global warming is mainly due to a large number of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs), especially carbon dioxide from fossil fuel combustion. In order to alleviate global warming, in 27 European Union member states, the European Union Emission Trading System has implemented a mandatory ''cap-and-trade'' mechanism. The UN, the EU, and many
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other governments have widely adopted the Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). ETS is widely regarded as one of the most effective market-based mechanisms [6] . ETS is based on the principle of ''cap-and-trade,'' which means that the government enforces the cap of CO 2 emissions. Each company will have an emission allowance. Companies with emissions below the cap will receive tradable credits. Companies that exceed the cap need to purchase the same amount of carbon credits to meet their regulatory obligations.
In the past, the main purpose of remanufacturing or recycling has been to maximize profits, so the most inexpensive technology and operations were usually implemented. Currently, the ETS would force product recycling companies to change the way of their reverse supply chain operation. They must consider the internally available options and implement sustainable activities, such as optimizing the internal and external processes, redesigning their logistics network, investing in new carbon emission reducing technologies or using an emission-reducing transport mode to reduce CO 2 emissions and meet the emissions cap. At the same time, they have to compare the current trading price of CO 2 equivalent to the cost of implementing these options [7] . How will the ETS affect the actions of companies? Does the ETS promote the reduction of CO 2 emissions? Will companies increase their investments in environmentally friendly technologies? These questions are covered in the field of this paper.
However, in the design of the reverse logistics network, there is little research on carbon emissions. In sum, there are three main differences from the previous literature: (1) This paper explores how the ETS impacts the decision of reverse logistics network design under various operation technologies and transport modes. (2) A bi-objective mixed-integer nonlinear programming model is proposed to evaluate the trade-off between economic and environmental objectives. (3) An improved non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm is proposed by adopting the same solution rejection strategy in the elitist preservation process.
Because the logistics network design can be treated as an NP-hard problem [8] , [9] , exact algorithms can hardly give solutions in a reasonable time [10] , [11] . Therefore, an effective heuristic algorithm, the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II), is adopted. However, based on a large number of experiments, we found that the elite preservation strategy of NSGA-II and genetic operators cause a rapid reproduction of the same solutions in the evolution of the problems studied in this paper. These same solutions may decrease the diversity of the population and cause local convergence. Thus, the same solution rejection strategy is adopted to improve NSGA-II in the elitist preservation process according to the property of the problem. Numerical experiments under several comparison metrics compare the performances of improved NSGA-II and basic NSGA-II.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The literature review of supply chain network design considering carbon emissions is presented in Section 2. In section 3, the addressed problem is formulated, and a bi-objective optimization model is developed. Section 4 describes the basic NSGA-II and the improved NSGA-II, as well as representations, genetic operators, and repair strategies for infeasible solutions. Section 5 provides the comparison results of the performance of the basic NSGA-II with the improved NSGA-II. In section 6, the results analysis and extensive parametric statistics are provided, and managerial insights are derived. Finally, section 7 presented the conclusions and future research directions.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
As one of the most critical strategic issues, reverse logistics network design comprises the determination of the optimal number, location, and capacity of initial collection points (ICPs) and centralized return centers (CRCs), as well as the transportation, flows between facility sites and customer areas. For many years, studies on reverse logistics network design attempted to use cost estimation to seek the most profitable or economic way of creating a reverse logistics network, and focused on a single objective problem of reverse logistics in different industries, such as end-of-lease computer products recovery [12] , end-of-life vehicle collections [13] , and industrial equipment remanufacturing [14] .
However, in the real world, the design of the reverse logistics network usually involves trade-offs among many conflicting objectives, such as environmental protection, cost reduction, resource utilization, and customer satisfaction. With the increasing concerns regarding climate change, there is a booming interest in reducing energy consumption and carbon emissions along the supply chain. While reverse logistics has generated much recent excitement, few articles have been published on the carbon footprint management of the reverse logistics network. At present, the literature on reducing carbon emissions is mostly focused on forward logistics network design or closed-loop supply chain management. However, these studies are also sparse.
In [15] , they addressed a forward supply chain network design considering CO 2 emissions and a single objective optimization model was proposed to minimize the sum of fixed costs and distribution costs. In their model, the emissions are proportional to the volume of the warehouse, power consumption of the plants, and the travel distance. They did not consider the carbon trade but set the CO 2 emission cap as a constraint, which ensured that the total amount of CO 2 emissions does not exceed the emission cap determined by environmental regulations. Reference [7] studied a forward supply chain design under the carbon trading market in the steel industry. They proposed a multi-objective model to minimize the amount of CO 2 emissions created by transportation activities and manufacturing activities and the total logistics cost. The model was solved by goal programming. Reference [16] proposed a bi-objective optimization model to minimize the total CO 2 emissions and the total cost associated with fixed setup costs, environmental investment costs, transportation costs, and handling costs in a forward logistics. They defined a monotonic increasing function to denote the relationship between the environmental investment in environmental protection equipment or technology and CO 2 emissions. A higher environmental investment means higher costs and lower CO 2 emissions for handling products. Reference [5] extended the work of [7] by considering the life cycle assessment (LCA) principles to establish a sustainable closed-loop supply chain. A bi-objective model was proposed to minimize CO 2 emissions and the total cost, including location costs, supply costs, production costs, distribution costs, reverse logistics costs, transportation costs, LCA based costs, and the carbon credit component. However, the LINGO solved the complex model, and the two objectives were not treated simultaneously. In the models of [5] and [7] , the CO 2 emissions are proportional to the quantity of the products manufactured or transported. Reference [17] also studied a forward supply chain network design problem that considering CO 2 emissions and used a concave function to describe the relationship between vehicle weight and CO 2 emissions. They proposed a single objective model to minimize the combined costs associated with the transportation cost, the fixed setup costs, and the emissions cost of shipping. Reference [18] proposed a distribution model to find the optimal vehicle routes that minimize the total cost associated with product distribution and the carbon emissions arising from transportation activates for a capacitated two-layer forward supply chain. Reference [19] designed a single product forward supply chain with a stochastic demand to minimize the environmental effects and total costs. The environmental impacts were measured by the GHGs' emissions resulting from the operation of the opened facilities, manufacturing processes, and transportation activities.
Some studies expand the forward logistic supply chain design considering CO 2 emissions to the closed-loop supply chain design. Reference [20] examined the carbon footprint in closed-loop supply chains and employed the Eulerian and Lagrangian transport models to describe the emissions. Reference [21] proposed a tactical-operational planning model for a closed-loop supply chain under carbon fixed price regulatory environments. The model aims to determine the supply chain planning decisions, including distribution, inventory, and production, to minimize the sum of emission, manufacturing, and transportation costs under the carbon emission constraint.
To the best of our knowledge, there are few papers studied carbon footprint management in reverse logistics network design. The design of the reverse logistics network that focuses on the problem of product recovery is not like forward and closed-loop logistics and it is necessary to analyze how carbon emissions affect the reverse logistics network design. Reference [22] proposed a design problem of reverse logistics network under the carbon trading market and the emissions are also proportional to the number of products in transit and the number of collection centers. A mixed integer linear programming model was proposed to minimize the total costs, including collection costs, fixed setup costs, transportation costs, and carbon emissions costs. The LINGO solver solved the model. Reference [23] considered a multi-product, multi-period environment network design problem in a reverse supply chain. The emissions costs related to transportation activities are incorporated into the model. Then, the commercial solver, LINGO, analyzed the problem. However, they did not analyze how the ETS affects the design decisions of the reverse logistics network. Further research in this area is needed to understand the impact of the ETS.
In this paper, we address the network design problem of the reverse logistics for truck tire remanufacturing under the emissions trading scheme. A bi-objective optimization model is proposed to maximize the profits and minimize the CO 2 emissions. The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we are among the first attempts to solve the network design problem of reverse logistics under the ETS. Second, concerning the nature of the proposed problem, we developed an improved NSGA-II and provide decision makers with a set of diverse Pareto optimal solutions to evaluate the tradeoffs between economic and environmental objectives under various operation technologies and transport modes in the reverse logistics network. Finally, we explore how the ETS affects the profit of remanufacturing, the total CO 2 emissions, and the network design decisions of reverse logistics. Several managerial insights are derived from the analytical results. 
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
The problem considered in this paper originated from the truck tire remanufacturing industry. A company plans to build a reverse logistics network for truck tire remanufacturing. Any number of idle plants can be chosen as the remanufacturing facilities (RFs). The reverse logistics network for remanufacturing is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The reverse logistics network consists of RFs, centralized return centers (CRCs), initial collection points (ICPs), customer zones, a secondary market, and a third-party recycler. The used products of customers usually return to their nearest ICP. Because the quality of return tire is uncertain, inspection is conducted and the used tires that meet the conditions for remanufacturing are collected at the ICPs. The returned tires are stored at the ICPs, and then they are sent to the CRCs. After consolidation and classification at the CRCs, the returned tires are transported to the RFs for remanufacturing. Finally, the products that have defects during disassembly or remanufacturing are sold to third-party recyclers. The remanufactured tires are sold in the secondary market, with a discount of 30% to 50% compared to the price of new tires. Thus, there is no disposal of the products. These scraped tires may be used as a coal substitute in the industry or consumed through direct reuse, such as forming dock bumpers, brake pads, muffler hangers, and traffic cone weights [24] The proposed model is designed to maximize the profits and minimize the total CO 2 emissions of the multi-echelon reverse logistics network. The decisions of the reverse logistics network are related to the optimal number and locations of the CRCs and ICPs, the collection period of the ICPs, the capacity of the CRCs, and the allocation of corresponding return flow between the reverse logistics facilities. To reduce transportation costs and CO 2 emissions during the transportation, we reduce the transportation branches by allowing single allocation between the reverse logistics facilities.
A. ASSUMPTIONS
The assumptions of this paper are as follows.
(1) Due to insufficient volume of products, the possibility of direct shipment from customers to a CRC or a RF is ruled out.
(2) In this study, a sum of the costs involved in disassembly, inspection, quality assurance, and remanufacturing is assumed as the total remanufacturing cost for model development.
(3) The customers undertook the transportation costs between the ICPs and the customers.
(4) It is assumed that the products are sent daily from the CRCs to RFs and from the RFs to the secondary market.
(5) There is no demand constraint for the returned products at RFs.
(6) Due to the vast demand for remanufactured products, all remanufactured products are sold in the secondary market.
(7) The third-party recycler undertakes the transportation costs and the carbon emissions from transportation of the defective products.
(8) Emissions are linearly proportional to the number of used tires remanufactured or transported.
fixed set of points for customer zones J = {1, . . . , j} set of potential locations for ICPs K = {1, . . . , k} set of potential locations for CRCs R = {1, . . . , r} set of potential locations for RFs
The 
1 if a CRC with capacity level l is established at site k, 0 otherwise.
1 if cutomer zone i is allocated to ICPj, 0 otherwise.
1 if transport mode m is used to transfer returned products between the facilities, 0 otherwise. The total CO 2 emissions are used to evaluate the environmental objective and the total profit is used to evaluate the economic objective. The revenue, cost components in the objective function and total CO 2 emissions can be calculated as follows.
• Revenue. The revenue contains two parts. The first part is the profit from selling remanufactured products to the secondary market. The second part is the profit from selling defective products to the third-party recycles. Then, the total revenue can be represented as:
• Collection cost. The collection cost is the cost of collecting returned products from customers. 
• Emission cost (Cost of credits purchased or sold; >0 purchased, <0 sold). As we mentioned above, ETS is considered in this paper. If the company's emissions are below the cap that the government required, it can sell those credits. Otherwise, if the company exceed the caps, it needs to purchase the same amount of carbon credits to meet its regulatory obligation. Then, the emission cost equals to EC = CO in p
• Transportation cost. The transportation cost is composed of three parts. The first part is the transportation cost from ICP j to CRC k. The second part is the transportation cost from CRC k to RF r.The third part is the transportation cost from RF r to the secondary market. The total transportation cost is
where f U jk , d jk = C m αγ is the freight rate function [25] , the same for f (O kr , d kr ) and f ( k O kr β, d rs ); C m is the unit freight rate using transport mode m; α is the discount rate according to the volume of transportation; γ is the penalty rate of the transportation distance. 4 four volume thresholds for different discounts q 1 , q 2 q 3 , q 4 four distance thresholds for different penalties Both remanufacturing and transportation will cause CO 2 emissions. The total CO 2 emissions contain two parts.
The first part is the emissions caused by the transportation from ICP j to CRC k, CRC k to RF r and RF r to the secondary market. The second part is the emissions caused by the remanufacturing. Then the total emissions can be calculated as follows: 
Minimize OBJ 2 = CO out (2) Subject to
The proposed problem was formulated as a bi-objective mixed-integer nonlinear programming model. The objective function (1) is formulated to maximize the profit of the reverse logistics network. The profit is total revenue minus total cost. The total cost is composed of the renting cost of ICPs, collection cost, inventory cost, the setup cost of CRCs, fixed cost for remanufacturing technology acquisition, variable remanufacturing cost, the transportation cost, and CO 2 emission cost. The objective function (2) minimizes the total CO 2 emissions. Constraint (3) guarantees that a customer zone can only be assigned to a single ICP. An open ICP is only allocated to a single CRC is guaranteed by the constraint (4). Constraint (5) is used to limit the open CRC can only be assigned to a single RF. Constraint (6) ensures that no customer zone is allocated to the unopened ICPs and some customer zones must be assigned to an opened ICP. Constraint (7) ensures no return flows are assigned from ICPs to the unopened CRCs and ensures that there must be some ICPs assigned to an open CRC. Constraint (8) ensures that if an ICP is closed, its collection period must be zero; otherwise, the collection period is above zero. Constraint (9) ensures that one transport mode is used to transport the returned flow between the facilities. Constraint (10) ensures that all the RFs apply the same remanufacturing technology. Constraint (11) guarantees that the total volume of the products returned from the customer zones meet the maximum capacity limit of an ICP. The total volume of products returned from the ICPs meet the maximum capacity limit of a CRC is ensures by constraint (12) . Constraint (13) ensures that the distance between each ICP and the customer zones should be located within a certain allowable distance. Constraint (14) and Constraint (15) guarantee a minimum number of opened ICPs and CRCs for product returns. Constraint (16) 
IV. SOLUTION APPROACH
As we mentioned above, the logistics network design is an NP-hard problem. Adding CO 2 emissions into consideration made the logistics network design problem more complicated. The logistics network design problem became a multiobjective optimization problem. In general, there are several methods to solve multi-objective optimization problems, such as goal programming, the weighted sum approach, and the ε-constraint method. However, these methods are usually goal-based so that they cannot treat all the objectives simultaneously. For example, the final solution set of the weighted sum approach depends on the normalization and weights method. It is usually difficult to determine the weights if the decision maker knows nothing about the results.
Moreover, it is principally impossible to obtain a globally optimal solution by selecting different weights, if all global optimum solutions perform a concave set [26] . In contrast, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) can obtain a relatively complete set of non-dominated solutions by treating all the objectives simultaneously in the optimization process. Among all of the MOEAs, NSGA-II became one of the most popular MOEAs because of its high convergence speed, high accuracy, and the ability to avoid falling into the local optima [27] , [28] . To be more effective and efficient, we improved the basic NSGA-II. In the following subsections, the details of the basic NSGA-II and the improved NSGA-II are included. Representation, genetic operators, and repair strategies for addressing the infeasible solutions are also described.
A. BASIC NSGA-II
NSGA-II starts with a parent population with size N which is randomly generated. The parent population is sorted into different ranks by using the fast-non-dominated sorting approach to, and the crowding distance assignment is employed for individuals in the parent population. Then, recombination, mutation operators, and selection are used to the ranked parent population to derive the first child population. After that, for the tth generation, the created child population (Q t ) and parent population (P t ) are aggregated into a combined population (R t ) of size 2N [29] . Next, the population R t is classified into several non-dominated fronts (F 1 , F 2 , F 3 ...) by a non-dominated sorting. At the same time, the crowded calculations are also performed for all individuals in each non-dominated front. The new population (P t+1 ) with size N is generated by adding solutions from the first non-dominated fronts until the population size exceeds N . The population P t+1 is now used for creating the next new population (Q t+1 ) by crossover, tournament selection, and mutation. The population P t+1 and Q t+1 are combined to form a new population R t . The above processes are repeated until the generation number t reaches to the maximum number of generations. The more details of NSGA-II can refer to [27] .
B. IMPROVED NSGA-II
In the process of NSGA-II for the proposed problem, the elitist preservation strategy and the genetic operators often cause reproduction of many of the same solutions in some non-dominated fronts, especially in the first non-dominated front. There are three cases where the same solutions may be reproduced. (i) After crossover and mutation, the parents may generate a child chromosome that is the same as someone in the parent population. (ii) The binary tournament selection method may cause some same pair parents. Though the crossover points may be different, the same pair parents can generate the same children with a high probability. An example of this situation is illustrated in Fig. 2 . (iii) There is a probability for crossover and mutation operators. If the randomly chosen number is less than the probability for crossover and mutation, the parents do not implement crossover and mutation and stay the same. The first and second cases cannot be prevented. We can only prevent the third case by implementing the mutation operator with 100% probability for the parents who are not conducting the crossover operator. However, this may also cause the first case.
These same solutions will be added to the new population if the non-dominated rank that they belong to is lower than the last accepted front. As a result, the diversity of the population is decreased, which may lead to a case of local convergence. To improve the diversity of the population, we modify the NSGA-II procedure by adding the same solution rejection strategy in the elitist preservation process. The elitism preservation procedure of the basic and improved NSGA-II is shown in Fig. 3 . When the offspring population and parent population are combined to generate a new population, only one of the same solutions is added to the new population and the others are rejected. The same solution rejection strategy is implemented from the first front to the last accepted front of the new population. For each of these accepted fronts, we adjudge if a solution can be added to the new population by checking each bit of the solution with the bit of all the chosen ones in the new population. If not the same, it can be added; otherwise, it is rejected. In this way, there are no same solutions in the new population. By adding the same solution rejection strategy, the number of accepted fronts is more than the basic NSGA-II.
If all the non-dominated fronts are accepted, but the number of the solutions that can be added to the new population is still less than the population size after the implementation of rejection strategy, the other individuals will be randomly selected from the combined population. It is rare that all the non-dominated fronts are accepted based on our numerous experiments.
To verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, the complexity of the proposed algorithm is analyzed.
1) SPACE COMPLEXITY
Assuming that the initial population size of the improved NSGA-II algorithm is N . Since the improved NSGA-II algorithm has the same population size as the basic NSGA-II algorithm in the non-dominant sorting process. The storage space of the improved NSGA-II algorithm required is O(N 2 ) in the non-dominated sorting process. The storage space of the improved NSGA-II algorithm required for the congested distance calculation process is O(N ). Therefore, the space complexity of the improved NSGA-II algorithm is O(N 2 ).
2) TIME COMPLEXITY
We also assume that the initial population size of the improved NSGA-II algorithm is N . In each iteration, the population size of the improved NSGA-II algorithm is the same with the basic NSGA-II algorithm. Thus, the time complexity of the improved NSGA-II algorithm is O(m · N 2 ), where m represents the number of objectives.
C. COMMON FEATURES
In this section, the representation, genetic operators, and repair strategies for the infeasible solutions are described.
1) ENCODING
For a successful implementation of NSGA-II, representation is an important issue and an integer coding method is adopted in this paper. Each chromosome is based on a one-dimensional array consisting of integer values and representing the decision variables in the collection period of ICPs, the capacity level of CRCs, transport mode, and the technology used for remanufacturing.
Each ICP has one gene representing the collection period with an integer value. Each CRC has one gene that represents the capacity level of the CRC. If the value of the gene of an ICP or CRC is 0, it means that the ICP or CRC is not open. The capacity of a CRC is obtained by multiplying its gene with the unit capacity level size V .
For example, the representation of a chromosome that has 8 ICPs and 3 CRCs is illustrated in Fig. 4. ICP 1, 4, 6 , and 7 are open and the collection periods are 3, 5, 1, and 2, respectively. CRC 2 and 4 are open with the capacity levels 2 and 3, respectively. Transport mode 2 is used for transportation of the returned products between the facilities. Technology 0 is applied for remanufacturing. 
2) GENETIC OPERATORS a: SELECT
In this paper, by forming two teams of chromosomes, a binary tournament selection strategy is adopted as the selection mechanism. Each team comprises two chromosomes randomly selected from the current population. If the two solutions belong to the different non-dominated front, the solution with the lower (better) crowding distance is selected. Otherwise, the solution with the higher crowding distance is selected.
b: CROSSOVER
The crossover operator generates a new solution by exchanging partial strings of two selected parents. In this paper, we employed the three-point crossover. The three crossover points are randomly selected. The first point is used for ICPs, the second point for CRCs, and the last point for transport mode or remanufacturing technology. Fig. 5 is an illustration of the crossover operator.
c: MUTATION
The mutation operator is performed by modifying the genes in the chromosome. We adopted a multi-point mutation that randomly selected six genes of ICPs, two genes of CRCs, the transport mode gene, and the remanufacturing technology gene. At first, three ICP genes are randomly selected. For these genes, we change the opening and closing decisions. If the bit value of the gene exceeds 0, then it is flipped to 0. Otherwise, the bit value is randomly regenerated from 1 to T . Then, another three ICP genes are randomly selected. For these three bit values, we only change the collection period of the opened ICPs. If the bit value exceeds 0, it is randomly regenerated from 1 to T, as long as it is different from the original one. Otherwise, it remains unchanged. For the two bit values of CRCs genes, if the bit value is 0, then it is changed to 1. Otherwise, the bit value is flipped to 0. Finally, the bit values of the transport mode and remanufacturing technology are regenerated for 0 to 2. For these two genes, it is not necessary to make the regenerated genes different from the original ones. Fig. 6 is an illustration of the mutation operator.
3) REPAIR OF THE INFEASIBLE SOLUTIONS
The independent decision variables are generated from the chromosomes, namely the collection period of ICPs, capacity level of the CRCs, transport mode, and remanufacturing technology. Three assignment algorithms obtain the dependent decision variables that involve the shipment assignment of the return flow. The first assignment algorithm calculates the distance from each customer to the opened ICPs and allocates each customer zone to their nearest opened ICP base on the distance matrix. The second assignment algorithm is used to allocate the returned flows from ICPs to CRCs based on the transportation cost matrix. First, we calculate the transportation cost from each ICP j to CRC k and obtain the transportation cost matrix Traffic[J] [K] . If the ICP j or CRC k is not open, the transportation cost is zero. To reduce the number of infeasible solutions, we set all the capacity levels of the opened CRCs to the upper bound. After the dependent decision variable W jk is determined, the capacity of the CRC will be reset to the optimal level (within L) that maximizes the utilization rate according to the number of the used products it received. We solve the transportation problem by calling the CPLEX solver in the C++ programming. The mathematical representation is as follows.
As we mentioned above, there is no demand constraint for the returned products at RFs. We allocate each opened CRC to their nearest RF by the same method as the first algorithm.
The genetic operators and the two assignment algorithms may cause one or more of the following cases where an individual becomes infeasible:
(1) There are no customer zones allocated to an opened ICP.
(2) There are no ICPs allocated to an opened CRC.
(3) The total volume of the returned products from customer zones exceed the capacity of an ICP.
(4) The total volume of used products returned to a CRC exceeds its capacity.
(5) The number of opened ICPs or CRCs is less than the required minimum number.
(6) The distance from a customer zone to the nearest ICP exceeds the maximum allowable collection distance.
The first and second infeasibilities may be caused by the shipment assignment algorithms. These infeasibilities can be repaired by directly closing the opened ICPs or CRCs that did not receive any returned products.
The third infeasibility cannot be repaired so that a penalty is assigned to the fitness of the third infeasible chromosome.
The fourth infeasibility also cannot be repaired. As we initially set all the capacity levels of the opened CRCs to the upper bound, only if the volume of the returned products received by an opened CRC exceeds the upper bound of the capacity level, will there be solutions with the fourth infeasibility.
If the volume of the returned products that an opened CRC receives exceeds the upper bound of the capacity level, the fourth infeasibility cannot be repaired. A penalty will be assigned to the fitness of these infeasible chromosomes. Otherwise, there is no solution with the fourth infeasibility, as we initially set all the capacity levels of the opened CRCs to the upper bound.
Crossover and mutation operators may lead to a few chromosomes with the fifth infeasibility. After crossover or mutation, we check if there are chromosomes with the fifth infeasibility. If so, crossover or mutation is repeated until the infeasible chromosomes become feasible.
The last infeasibility can be resolved by opening new collection points and reassigning the return flow between the customer zones to the ICPs. However, it is difficult to ensure the appropriate location and number of the new collection points to make the infeasible solutions feasible. If the new collection points are randomly selected until this infeasibility is resolved, the repair process will be time-consuming. Given this arrangement, it is better to assign a penalty to the fitness of the chromosomes with the last infeasibility.
V. COMPARISON RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the improved NSGA-II and the basic NSGA-II was compared using fifteen randomly generated instances. The comparison results are discussed.
A. DATA GENERATION Table 1 shows the fifteen randomly generated instances. The locations of customer zones and potential locations of ICPs are randomly generated from a uniform distribution that is between 0∼100. Potential CRCs and RFs are randomly located in a 150 × 150 square. The volume of daily returns from each customer zone is randomly generated between 15 and 20. Other parameters of the model are described in Table 2 . Both the basic NSGA-II and improved NSGA-II were coded in the C++ programming language in the Visual Studio 2010 environment and executed on an Intel(R) Core i5-3570, 3.4 GHz clock plus with 8.00 GB of memory. The parameters were set as follows according to extensive experiments: mutation probability = 0.1, population size = 500, crossover probability = 0.96, maximum number of generations = 3,000.
B. COMPARISON METRICS AND RESULTS
Due to the nature of multi-objective optimization, it is difficult to conclude the performances of the different algorithms based on a single comparison metric. In this work, three comparison metrics are chosen from the literature.
1) COMPARISON METRICS
(1) Hypervolume
Hypervolume denotes the volume of the spaces enclosed within the hypercubes formed by a chosen reference point, which is usually the worst case point and the non-dominated set that dominates the reference point [30] . This measure takes into account diversity as well as convergence. If the hypervolume is large, the non-dominated set is better.
(2) The average solution numbers in the Pareto frontier and the average ratio of non-dominated solutions in the collective Pareto frontier
The average solution numbers in the Pareto frontier (Pareto set) obtained in one run may reveal the diversity of the Pareto set. The average ratio of non-dominated solutions in the collective Pareto frontier indicates the quality of the solutions obtained by an algorithm and can be calculated by taking the following steps. Let P 1 and P 2 be the Pareto sets obtained by one run of basic NSGA-II and one run of improved NSGA-II. The collective Pareto frontier (set P) is obtained by combining P 1 and P 2 and deleting all the dominated solutions. The following equation can obtain the ratio of solutions in P i that are not dominated by any of the other solutions in P.
Ratio
The performance comparison results of the two algorithms are shown in Table 3 . It can be observed that for all the instances, the improved NSGA-II achieves higher hypervolume values than the basic NSGA-II. It indicated that the improved NSGA-II outperforms the basic NSGA-II solution diversity and convergence. As shown in Table 3 , the improved NSGA-II outperforms basic NSGA-II regarding the average number of solutions in the Pareto frontier and the average ratio of non-dominated solutions in the collective Pareto frontier. The result indicates that the improved NSGA-II tends to obtain more and better quality solutions than the basic NSGA-II. Table 4 showed the size and the computation time of the basic NSGA-II and improved NSGA-II for each instance. As seen from the table, the computation time of the improved NSGA-II is slightly longer than that of the basic NSGA-II for all the instances. Therefore, the computation time of each algorithm increases with the size of the problem increases.
In summary, these results indicate that the improved NSGA-II tends to obtain solutions with more diversity and convergence with slightly longer computation time than the basic NSGA-II.
VI. RESULTS ANALYSIS AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In this section, the results analysis and sensitivity analysis are conducted, and managerial insights are derived. Fig.7 illustrates the Pareto frontier obtained by the improved NSGA-II for instance 1. It demonstrates the trade-off relationship between the total profit and the total CO 2 emissions of the reverse logistics network. VOLUME 7, 2019 The optimal profit solution and CO 2 emissions optimal solution are shown in Table 5 of Appendix. It reveals that the reverse logistics network configuration of the optimal profit solution and CO 2 emissions optimal solution are different. The optimal profit solution tends to open the ICPs with a minimum collection period and establish the minimum possible number of CRCs with a relatively higher capacity utilization ratio. The CO 2 emissions optimal solution encourages shorter transportation routes, resulting in more CRCs being established and more RFs being used. Thus, compared with the optimal profit solution, the CO 2 emissions optimal solution usually has a relatively higher construction cost and inventory cost. Additionally, the optimal profit solution tends to apply the remanufacturing technology and transport mode with the lowest cost and the highest CO 2 emissions, while the CO 2 emissions optimal solution applies the remanufacturing technology and transport mode with the lowest CO 2 emissions and the highest cost.
A. RESULTS ANALYSIS

B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Sensitivity analysis was carried out on the service coverage of the ICP, the price of CO 2 credit, the CO 2 emission cap, and the capacity of ICP. The influence of these parameters on the objective function value of reverse logistics and network design decision was investigated. To save space, we only illustrate sensitivity analysis that uses the improved NSGA-II for instance 1. Similar trends are observed for the other instances.
1) SENSITIVITY TO THE SERVICE COVERAGE
First, we conduct a sensitivity analysis of the model with the changes to the service coverage. We vary the service coverage of the ICPs from 25, 30, 35, to 40. The results are displayed in Table 6 of Appendix. When the service coverage changes to 25, there are no feasible solutions. The reason for this result is that the service coverage constraint is too tight so that the distance from some customer zones to their nearest ICP still exceeds the maximum allowable distance. The ''Max/min profit or emission'' represents the maximum/minimum value of profit or emissions in the Pareto frontier. As the service coverage increases from 30 to 40: the number of infeasible solutions in the initial population decreases from 185 to 94; both the max profit and min profit increase and the profit gap decreases; the min emission decreases slightly and the emission gap has little change; the average profit increases. The increased profit comes from the decrease in the total cost. The average number of opened ICPs and CRCs and the collection period of ICPs decrease with the relaxation of the service coverage constraint, resulting in a decrease in the renting cost, establishing cost, and inventory cost. Moreover, as service coverage is relaxed, the ICPs that meet the service requirement and are located closer to the CRCs are more likely to be opened and the travel distance between the ICPs and the CRCs decreased. As a result, the transportation cost also decreases as service coverage is relaxed.
This analysis suggests that more resources should be allocated to meet the customers' higher requirements for service coverage. It is an important thing to choose the appropriate service coverage based on the service requirement and cost limitation. If the service coverage is not the primary factor that affects the volume of returns, more extended service coverage is expected to save costs.
2) SENSITIVITY TO THE PRICE OF CO 2 CREDIT
The second sensitivity analysis is conducted on the price of CO 2 credit to see how it impacts the CO 2 emissions, profit, and the cost structure. The price of the CO 2 credit varies from 0, 30, 60, 90, to 120. The results are reported in Table 7 of Appendix. When the price of the CO 2 credit increases from 0 to 120, the CO 2 emissions decrease, and the profit also decreases. Although the total CO 2 emissions decrease, the emission cost increases due to the price increase of the CO 2 credit. In addition to the increase in emission costs, an increase in renting cost, establishing cost, inventory cost, and transportation cost also contributes to a decrease in profits. As the price of the CO 2 credit increases, to reduce the CO 2 emissions, shorter routes and less frequent transportation times are encouraged, which leads to more CRCs and more ICPs with more extended collection periods being opened. As a result, the renting cost, establishing cost, and inventory cost increased. Moreover, the more extended collection period of ICPs increases the transportation load so that the transportation cost also increases. Therefore, more money is paid for the emission-less remanufacturing technology and transport mode as the price of the CO 2 credit increases. The increased emission costs for remanufacturing are more than the technology investment that can be saved by applying a less environmentally friendly remanufacturing technology when the price of the CO 2 credit increases to 120. Therefore, all the solutions in the Pareto frontier apply the most environmentally friendly remanufacturing technology.
The results imply that the increase in the CO 2 credit price is a good means to promote the reduction of the total CO 2 emissions in the reverse logistics network and to encourage investments in technology for environmental protection.
3) SENSITIVITY TO THE CO 2 EMISSION CAP
We also perform a sensitivity analysis of the CO 2 emissions cap. The CO 2 emissions cap is changed from 10,000, 12,000, 14,000, to 16,000. The results are shown in Table 8 of Appendix. With the relaxation of the CO 2 emissions cap, both the profit and CO 2 emissions increase. A tighter the CO 2 emissions cap encourages shorter travel distances, which causes more CRCs to be established. In turn, as the CO 2 emission cap is relaxed, the establishing cost decreases, the transportation branches decrease, and the transportation cost decreases. Moreover, the investments in environmental friendly remanufacturing technologies and transport modes also decrease with the relaxation of the CO 2 emission cap. Additionally, the renting cost and inventory cost have no significant changes with the change in the CO 2 emissions cap, which implies that the tightness of CO 2 emissions cap also affects the promotion of the reduction of CO 2 emissions.
4) SENSITIVITY TO THE CAPACITY OF ICPs
The last sensitivity analysis is performed on the capacity of ICPs. The capacity of ICPs is changed from 200, 300, 400, to 500. The results are displayed in Table 9 of Appendix. As the capacity of the ICPs increases, both the profit and CO 2 emissions decrease. The reasons can be explained as follows. With the expansion of the capacity of ICPs, fewer ICPs are needed to meet the capacity constraint so that the renting cost decreases. As the capacities of ICPs expand, the collection period of ICPs becomes longer. The longer collection period increases the inventory cost. The establishing cost increases obviously because of the increased capacity of the ICPs and the longer collection period causes more CRCs with larger capacities to open. The longer collection period of ICPs also leads to less frequent transportation from the ICPs to the CRCs, so that the CO 2 emissions are reduced and the emission cost is saved. When the capacities of the ICPs increase from 200 to 300, it results in a large drop in the transportation cost. Then, as the capacity of the ICPs changes from 300 to 500, the transportation cost increases slowly. Additionally, environmental protection inventions increased. The increased establishing cost, environmental protection cost, and inventory cost are more than the saved cost, so the total profit declines. The results imply that the capacity increase of ICPs helps to reduce the CO 2 emissions generated in the reverse logistics network, but it will lead to a decrease in the profits.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a bi-objective mathematical model that considers a trade-off between profit and CO 2 emissions of the reverse logistics network design problem involving truck tire remanufacturing. In order to solve the model, an improved NSGA-II is developed. Numeric examples reveal that the proposed NSGA-II outperforms the basic NSGA-II. The results analysis shows that the network design decisions of the optimal profit solution and optimal carbon emission solution are different. Moreover, an extensive parametric analysis is conducted. This research reveals the following interesting managerial insights: (1) If the service coverage is not the primary factor that affects the volume of returns, more extended service coverage is expected to save costs. (2) Increasing the CO 2 credit price and reducing the CO 2 emissions cap are good ways to promote the reduction of the total CO 2 emissions in the reverse logistics network. (3) Increasing the capacity of ICPs helps to reduce the CO 2 emissions generated but leads to a decline in profits.
Our work lays the foundation for future research on reverse logistics network design considering carbon dioxide emissions. Because of the complexity of the problem, we only choose one transportation mode for the reverse logistics network to illustrate how the ETS affects the transportation mode decision. In the real world, two or more transportation modes VOLUME 7, 2019 
